2015 ANNUAL ECONOMIC SURVEY RESULTS

RETURN ON INVESTMENT FOR STATE

8x

Every state dollar invested in HTDC generated $8 in additional funding and revenue.

ALL COMPANIES

$140.4M est. 2015 total revenue
$263.7M total economic impact
$99.3M income generated
$15.6M state taxes generated
906 total jobs / 673 jobs in HI

109 Companies*

2015 INVESTMENT

$10.5 MILLION

2015 SBIR/GRANTS

$27.1 MILLION

SBIR/STTR COMPANIES

$69.2M est. 2015 total revenue
$135.2M total economic impact
$53.9M income generated
$8.3M state taxes generated
519 total jobs / 403 jobs in HI

33 Companies*

INNOVATE HAWAII MANUFACTURING EXTENSION PARTNERSHIP

$6M internal investment
$27.6M revenue
34 new employees
138 jobs saved

53 IH clients are responsible for**

** Innovate Hawaii impacts are collected and reported per federal requirements.

* The survey was distributed to all active MIC/MRTC tenants, virtual and graduate incubator companies, Neighbor Island Innovation clients and HSBIR awardees. About 65% of the 168 companies completed the survey. The results above represent only the respondents, therefore the figures are conservative estimate.
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